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s=130 GeV and 136 GeV
DELPHI Collaboration
Abstract
Using data accumulated by DELPHI during the November 1995 LEP run at
130 GeV { 136 GeV, searches have been made for events with jets or leptons
in conjunction with missing momentum. The results are interpreted in terms
of limits on the production of neutralinos, scalar leptons, and scalar quarks.
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11 Introduction
Supersymmetric partners of neutral gauge bosons (gauginos) and neutral Higgs states
(Higgsinos) are postulated in supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model [1]. In the




, i = 1; 4, which are linear superpositions of gaugino and Higgsino eigenstates










is usually assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle. This assumption, along
with that of conserved R-parity, was made for the analysis presented in this paper. An
implication of this is that ~
0
1
is stable and undetectable because it interacts only weakly.




















, decaying into ~
0
1
and a fermion-antifermion pair or a photon, giving events







, which is also kinematically favoured. Limits on their production at LEP have
been set previously, based on data taken at the Z
0
resonance [2].
Neutralinos are produced through s-channel Z
0
exchange and t-channel exchange of
scalar electrons. The present analysis is primarily sensitive to Higgsino-dominated light
neutralinos which would have large cross sections because of the large coupling between
the Higgsino and the Z
0
. In the MSSM, with a common gaugino mass at the GUT scale,
neutralinos are Higgsino-like when the SU(2)
L
gaugino mass parameter, M
2
, is large
compared to the Higgs supereld mass parameter jj. It is noteworthy that in this case
there is little dependence on the common MSSM scalar mass term m
0
, i.e. the cross
section depends essentially on three parameters: M
2
, , and the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, tan .
Scalar leptons (sleptons) are pair-produced through Z
0
/ exchange in the s-channel.
In addition, t-channel neutralino exchange contributes to selectron production and it can
enhance the selectron production in some regions of the MSSM parameter space. Because
of the small electron and muon masses, mixing between the scalar partners of the two























have a signicant cross section even if there is no selectron mixing. Sleptons are expected





, giving events with two leptons acoplanar with the beam
axis, missing energy, and missing momentum.
The supersymmetric partner of the top quark (the stop,
~
t) could be the lightest scalar









, are expected to mix [3], and the lighter physical state could be
signicantly below the typical mass of scalar quarks and hence accessible at LEP. In the
MSSM, a suciently light
~
t could contribute, through virtual corrections, to the large




b) as compared to the Standard Model prediction [4,5].
The
~
t is expected to decay into b~
+
1




cases with a branching ratio close to unity. The negative result of chargino searches [6,7]
implies the former channel is closed at present energies. Therefore the present analysis
considers only the c~
0
1
decay. This leads to events with two jets, missing energy, and















, could also mix signicantly if tan 
is large (about 10 or greater). In this case the lighter physical
~
b state could be the lightest
scalar quark. The
~
b is expected to decay into b~
0
1
, giving a signature similar to that for
the stop.
2This paper presents a search for neutralinos, scalar quarks and scalar leptons in the
data accumulated by DELPHI in the rst high energy run of LEP in November 1995.
Similar searches have been performed by other LEP experiments [7]. The paper is organ-
ised as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the detector, section 3 describes the
real data and the simulated signal and background samples, while section 4 describes the
analyses applied for the dierent topologies. Section 5 gives the results of the selections
and their interpretation. Section 6 contains the conclusions.
2 Detector description
The following is a summary of the properties of the DELPHI detector [8] relevant to
this analysis. Charged particle tracks were reconstructed in the 1.2 T solenoidal magnetic
eld by a system of cylindrical tracking chambers. These were the Microvertex Detector
(VD), the Inner Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), and the Outer
Detector (OD). In addition, two planes of drift chambers aligned perpendicular to the
beam axis (Forward Chambers A and B) tracked particles in the forward and backward
directions, covering polar angles 11





<  < 169

with respect to the
beam (z) direction.
The VD consisted of three cylindrical layers of silicon detectors, at radii 6.3 cm, 9.0 cm
and 11.0 cm. All three layers measured coordinates in the plane transverse to the beam.
The closest (6.3 cm) and the outer (11.0 cm) layers contained double-sided detectors to








for the outer layer. The ID was a cylindrical drift




. The TPC, the principal tracking device of DELPHI, was a cylinder of 30 cm
inner radius, 122 cm outer radius and had a length of 2.7 m. Each end-plate was divided
into 6 sectors, with 192 sense wires used for the dE/dx measurement and 16 circular pad
rows used for 3 dimensional space-point reconstruction. The OD consisted of 5 layers of






The average momentum resolution for the charged particles in hadronic nal states
was in the range p=p
2
' 0:001 to 0:01 (GeV/c)
 1
, depending on which detectors were
used in the track t [8].
The electromagnetic calorimeters were the High density Projection Chamber (HPC)
covering the barrel region of 40

<  < 140

, the Forward ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter
(FEMC) covering 11





<  < 169

, and the STIC, a Scintillator
TIle Calorimeter which extended coverage down to 1.66

from the beam axis in either
direction. The 40

taggers were a series of single layer scintillator-lead counters used to
veto electromagnetic particles that would otherwise be missed in the region between the
HPC and FEMC. The eciency to register a photon with energy above 5 GeV measured
with the LEP1 data was above 99%. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) covered 98% of the
solid angle. Muons with momenta above 2 GeV penetrated the HCAL and were recorded
in a set of Muon Drift Chambers.
3 Data samples and event generators





mass energies of 130.4 GeV and 136.3 GeV respectively, and 0.04 pb
 1
at 140 GeV.
3To evaluate the signal eciency and background contamination, events were generated
using several dierent programs, all relying on JETSET 7.4 [9] for quark fragmentation.
The program SUSYGEN [10] was used to generate neutralino events and to calculate
cross sections and branching ratios. It was veried that the result obtained agreed with













signal was generated with a program based on the BASES/SPRING package [12], with gluon





this channel SUSYGEN was used as a cross check. A modied version of the BASES/SPRING



































were generated using PYTHIA [9].













set at 3 GeV=c
2
, in order to determine the background from low mass f

f pairs. The
calculation of the four-fermion background was veried using the program EXCALIBUR
[15], which consistently takes into account all amplitudes leading to a given four-fermion
nal state. EXCALIBUR does not, however, include the transverse momentum of initial
state radiation. Two-photon interactions leading to hadronic and leptonic nal states
were generated using TWOGAM [16].
Generated signal and background events were passed through detailed detector re-
sponse simulation [8] and processed with the same reconstruction and analysis program
as the real data. The number of background events simulated was similar to, or in most
cases several times larger than, the number expected in the real data.
4 Event selections
Criteria to select events were dened on the basis of simulated signal and background
events. The goal was to optimize the eciency for wide ranges of the masses of the
supersymmetric particles (see Tables 2, 3, and 4) while reducing the background expected
in each search channel to the order of one event or less (see Table 1).
4.1 Two jets and missing momentum




















Charged particles were selected as reconstructed tracks having momentum above
100 MeV=c, impact parameters below 5 cm in the transverse plane and 8 cm in the
beam direction, and measured length greater than 30 cm or at least one associated VD
point. In the forward region, a track element from the ID, the VD, or the TPC was
also required. Neutral particles were selected as clusters of energy in the calorimeters,
unassociated with charged particles, and with an energy above 100 MeV.
The following selection was applied to the data in order to extract a possible signal:
1. The number of charged particles was required to be at least ve, with at least one





interactions giving multihadronic nal states.
2. The total energy of particles with polar angle below 30

was required to be smaller
than 20% of the total visible energy, the polar angle of the missing momentum
y
The DELPHI generator described in [14] was modied to use the intermediate
~









, and the transverse missing momentum to exceed
5 GeV=c. These criteria served to remove two-photon interactions and Z
0
 events.
3. The invariant mass of visible particles was required to be less than 0.55E
cms
, and
the missing mass had to exceed 0.35E
cms






4. The number of jets reconstructed using the JADE algorithm [17], modied to use a





to be two or less, and at least one charged particle was required in each jet. The
parameter choice in the jet denition allowed for the gluon emission characteristic
of scalar particles [18], thus giving a high eciency for scalar quarks.
5. Events with isolated particles, including  leptons and photons which were often
reconstructed as several close tracks, were rejected by requiring that any neutral
particle with energy greater than 5 GeV should be accompanied by at least 2.5 GeV





direction. Similarly, it was required that there be no isolated charged particle with
energy greater than 10 GeV and energy in the double cone below 5 GeV. Events with
an isolated signal recorded in the 40

taggers (see section 2) and with the missing
momentum pointing to it were also rejected. These criteria rejected events with
isolated particles and with radiated photons recorded in the detector.
6. In order to eliminate the residual background from two-photon events and Z
0
events,
the events were forced to two jets using the algorithm mentioned above, and the
`scaled acoplanarity' was dened as the complement of the angle between the two jets
in the transverse plane multiplied by the minimum sin 
jet
. The scaled acoplanarity
was required to be larger than 10

. The factor sin 
jet
accounted for the worse
denition of the acoplanarity in events with jets at low polar angles.
No event satised these criteria. The number of background events expected from
Standard Model processes is 1:0 0:2 (see Table 1). The upper plot in Fig. 1 shows the
acoplanarity distribution prior to the nal requirement of a minimum acoplanarity for














events are also shown, with the latter signal normalised to the predicted cross section.
4.2 Two jets and missing momentum using discriminant meth-
ods






Events were selected if they had more than three charged particles, more than 5 GeV=c
of missing transverse momentum, visible mass below 70 GeV=c
2
, and visible energy below





and the total visible energy in this angular region had to exceed 15 GeV. The JADE
algorithm [17] was used to cluster particles into exactly two jets, which were then required
to be more than 20

away from the beam axis.
A linear discriminant analysis [19] was then used in order to optimize signal ecien-
cies with respect to the background. Based on the simulated data, this determined the
linear combination of the variables best discriminating the
~
b signal sample from the
Standard Model background sample. About 19000 fully simulated
~








congurations were used to nd the best linear combination of six variables
(energy and momentum of the most energetic jet, missing transverse momentum, total
5multiplicity, mass of the second most energetic jet, and the second Fox-Wolfram moment
[20]). This was then used for the nal selection.
This procedure selected one event, consisting of two jets with energies of 13.2 GeV and
9.8 GeV, respectively, and missing transverse momentum of 6.2 GeV=c. No secondary
vertices, expected from b quark decays following sbottom production, were found in
this event. The number of background events expected is 2:4  0:5 (see Table 1). In
the analysis described in the previous section, the event was rejected by the minimum
acoplanarity requirement (requirement 6 of section 4.1).
4.3 Multijets, or jets and a pair of isolated leptons, with missing
energy
Events with four fermions, at least two of which are quarks, together with missing




























The charged and neutral particles were selected as in section 4.1, and the same event









), in association with missing energy
and missing momentum from the escaping neutralinos. Such events were selected as
follows:
1. The number of charged particles was required to be at least ve, the multiplicity
including neutrals had to be seven or larger, and there had to be at least one track






2. The total energy of particles within 30

of the beam axis was required to be less
than 20% of the total visible energy. The missing momentum was required to be
outside this polar angle range. Events with an isolated signal registered in the 40

taggers (see section 2) and with the missing momentum pointing to it were rejected.
These criteria removed two-photon events and radiative Z
0
events.
3. If the event contained no isolated particle (charged or neutral) above 5 GeV and
with the energy inside the double cone of section 4.1 below 3 GeV, the following





{ the transverse missing momentum was required to exceed 5 GeV=c,










{ the scaled acoplanarity angle between the two highest energy jets (see subsection
4.1) was required to be greater than 16

.





{ it was required that there be be at least one isolated charged particle in the
polar angle interval j cos()j < 0:8 reconstructed in the TPC and with more
than 10% of the total visible energy, and that the energy inside the double cone
for this track be below 1 GeV,
{ the transverse missing momentum was required to exceed 2.5 GeV=c,










for events with ve charged particles),
{ the scaled acoplanarity angle of the two highest energy jets (see subsection 4.1)
was required to be greater than 10

.
6No events satised these criteria. The number expected from background is 0:5 0:1
(see Table 1).
4.4 Two leptons and missing momentum


































Events were selected by requiring exactly two charged particles with momenta above
1 GeV=c, polar angles in the range 20

<  < 160

, and satisfying the following criteria.
 Both tracks had to have at least 4 TPC pad signals used in the reconstruction. The
relative momentum errors (p=p) had to be below 0.5, and the reconstructed impact
parameters of the tracks in the two planes perpendicular to and containing the beam
had to be below 5 cm. One or more of the tracks had to be at least loosely identied
as an electron or a muon according to [8].
 No more than 2 GeV of energy in charged particles should be reconstructed within
10

of any of the two selected tracks.
For events where two such tracks were found, the following selections were applied.
 The missing energy of the event should exceed 55 GeV.
 The total multiplicity of the event had to be less than eight. The transverse mo-
mentum of the pair of particles had to exceed 6 GeV=c if the missing energy of the
event was below 100 GeV, otherwise 4 GeV=c. These two dierent requirements were




, respectively. In addition, the missing transverse
momentum of the event had to exceed 4 GeV=c, and the energy carried by neutral





!qq() events and two-photon interactions.





respectively, and the invariant mass of the pair had to be below 70
GeV=c
2













pair with an invariant mass of 4.6 GeV=c
2
and a scalar sum of momenta of 19 GeV=c.
The large acoplanarity (170

) and the large missing p
T
(15 GeV=c) are not consistent
with the expectation for the two-photon or radiative Bhabha backgrounds. However, the









 (see Table 1).
Figure 1 (lower part) shows the acoplanarity distribution for the data and the simulated
background after two dierent selections. The rst selection includes events with two good
isolated tracks, low multiplicity and missing transverse momentum above 4 GeV=c. The
second one includes those events which pass the selection when the nal requirements on
acollinearity and acoplanarity are removed. For the second selection the distribution for
simulated signal events, normalised to a cross-section of 1 pb, is also shown.
4.5 Four leptons and missing energy


















The selection used was similar to that of section 4.4. It was required that there be
three or four isolated tracks with 20

<  < 160

. Each had to have at least four TPC
7pad signals used in the reconstruction, and at least one associated hit in the VD. The
invariant masses of all two-particle combinations of these particles should be less than
90 GeV=c
2
, and at least two of the particles should be identied leptons.
In addition, the missing energy of the event was required to exceed 50 GeV, the missing
transverse momentumto be greater than 3 GeV=c, and the total multiplicity to be smaller
than 10. The energy deposited by neutral particles was required to be smaller than 30
GeV.
No events which satised these requirements were found. The number expected from





Table 1 summarises the number of accepted events in the data for the dierent se-
lections. Also shown are the expected numbers of events from the dierent background
channels.
Selection: section 4.1 section 4.2 section 4.3 section 4.4 section 4.5
















Observed events 0 1 0 1 0










f(n) 0.580.13 0 0.380.11 0.260.26 0:0
+0:6
 0:0




























Table 1: The number of events observed in each search channel, together with the total number of background
events expected and the numbers expected from the individual background sources. When a quoted symmetric
error range would extend below zero events truncation at zero is implied.
5.1 Results on neutralino production
To determine the eciency as a function of the neutralino masses, events were gener-












, and for dierent decay






events were passed through the DELPHI full detector
simulation [8] and event reconstruction programs. The selections described above were
then applied to these events. Table 2 shows the selection eciencies determined by this
procedure for three ~
0
2
decay modes. There is a small dierence between the eciencies






, the lower value is quoted in the table. The sys-
tematic errors are about 2% absolute and were subtracted from the eciencies quoted
when calculating limits.
For each combination of masses each of these eciencies may be used, together with
the observed number of events and expected background, to derive an upper limit on the
corresponding product of cross section and branching ratio of a specic decay [21]. For the
background, a conservative lower limit was used (0.2 events in the two lepton channel, zero






electron channel was included in

























































15 75 51 65 47 40 50 50 61 34
20 30 49 56 40 40 60 55 67 48
20 40 53 66 52 40 70 52 68 55
20 50 48 64 54 50 60 40 57 27
30 40 46 56 36 50 70 55 68 48
30 50 56 68 51 50 80 43 69 57
30 60 49 65 55 60 65 11 15 0.7
40 43 13 15 0.5






events with dierent decays modes of ~
0
2
and for dierent neutralino
masses. Systematic errors are about 2% absolute.








) plane where it would be kinematically possible for such an






). The limits obtained are shown
in Figs. 2a and 2b for the leptonic and hadronic ~
0
2









decay is mediated by Z
0
, including both leptonic and hadronic







channel, 34000 events were generated and passed through the simulation
and selection procedure, giving the eciencies shown in Table 3. The limits obtained are



















































15 18 31 2 30 65 67 47
15 25 55 29 50 53 14 1
15 43 50 37 50 55 44 16
15 65 53 33 50 65 67 55
30 33 27 3 60 63 15 1
30 45 65 43 60 65 47 12






events for dierent visible nal states and for dierent neutralino
masses. Systematic errors are about 2:5% absolute.
These results were interpreted in terms of the MSSM with universal GUT scale param-
eters by evaluating the appropriate eciency, cross section, and branching ratio for each
channel as functions of M
2
, , and tan . Exclusion regions were derived by comparing
the expected number of events with the number actually observed and the number ex-
pected from background, using Poisson statistics in the Bayesian approach for combining
the dierent channels [22].
Figure 3 shows the resulting limits in the (;M
2
) plane for four dierent values of
tan  and for dierent values of the universal scalar mass at the GUT scale, m
0
. The
9eect of changing m
0
, and hence the mass of the scalar electron, is noticeable only for
low M
2
, and only in regions already excluded by lower energy LEP results.
For values of M
2
below about 100 GeV=c
2














properties and branching ratios of ~
0
3






exclusion region was extended to lower values of M
2















combinations with cascade decays involving
photons become important.
5.2 Results on scalar lepton production
The eciency of the selection in section 4.4 for scalar electron production, calculated
using 4000 events for dierent mass combinations, is shown in Table 4. In the ~e case
there is the additional possibility of ~
0
1
exchange in the t-channel. In the case of low jj
values, the t-channel and s-channel contributions may interfere destructively, giving cross




. For larger jj, however, meaningful limits
may be set.






only (assuming a heavy
~e
L

























These limits apply for 200 GeV=c
2
< jj < 1 TeV=c
2
and 1 < tan  < 50, and are
computed taking into account the candidate event described in section 4.4.





























20 50 42 56 51 47 50 19 33 15
20 60 46 64 46 50 60 57 67 50
20 65 49 65 60 57 60 17 24 4
40 50 50 65 55 57 65 49 62 40
40 60 51 65 60 60 65 44 53 29











Systematic errors are about 3:5% absolute.
The search of section 4.4 yielded no events with  nal states. The selection eciency
for scalar muons was evaluated using fully simulated samples generated with SUSYGEN (a
total of 4000 events for dierent mass combinations) and is also shown in Table 4. Two






, and the case
of a lighter ~
R
and a kinematically inaccessible ~
L
, as suggested by the running of scalar
mass terms in the MSSM. The limit improves on previous LEP1 limits only in the mass
degenerate case, for which the excluded region is shown in Fig. 6c.
5.3 Results on scalar quark production
The expected cross section for scalar top quark production is in the picobarn range
close to the kinematic limit, but may be reduced if left-right mixing causes decoupling
from the Z
0
in the s-channel, leaving only the photon contribution.
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The sensitivity of the selection of acoplanar jet events described in section 4.1 to
~








combinations, supplemented by a large set of generator data passed through a very fast
detector response parametrization to interpolate results obtained with the full simulation.
Table 4 shows the eciency of the selection for dierent mass combinations. Figure 6d
shows the mass combinations excluded at the 95% condence level, together with results
from previous searches at LEP1 [23] and the Tevatron [24]. The results are shown for the
left and right stop quarks. An analysis similar to the one described in section 4.2 gave
similar results.














To search for this process, the analysis of section 4.2 was applied. The eciencies for
dierent mass combinations were calculated using a total of 27000 fully simulated events.






















as shown in gure 6d.
6 Conclusions
In a data sample of 5.9 pb
 1
collected by the DELPHI detector at centre-of-mass
energies of 130 and 136 GeV, searches were performed for events with acoplanar jet
pairs, acoplanar lepton pairs, or combinations of these, in association with missing energy.
One event was selected (see section 4.4): an acoplanar pair of electrons with momenta
7.6 GeV=c and 11.6 GeV=c and an invariant mass of 4.6 GeV=c
2
, consistent with the









. There was no candidate in the acoplanar jets topology.
The specic sbottom search led to one candidate event, described in section 4.2, with
2:4  0:5 events expected from background. These results are used to set limits on the
production of neutralinos, scalar leptons, and scalar quarks, and consequently on the
parameters of the MSSM, as shown in Figs. 2-4.






and a virtual Z
0






production is limited to be below a few picobarns at the 95% condence level in most of
the kinematically allowed mass range (see Fig. 2).
If the gaugino mass parameterM
2




(Higgsino dominated case) the Higgs supereld mass parameter, , is excluded in the
region  45 GeV=c
2
<  < 80 GeV=c
2
for tan =1.0 and jj < 65 GeV=c
2
for tan =35,
independent of the m
0
value. A narrow window for  close to zero that is not covered in
this analysis is covered by previous LEP1 searches (see Fig. 3).






, values below 56.5 GeV=c
2














, and tan  > 1 (Fig. 4b). For degenerate scalar muons the corresponding limit
is 51 GeV=c
2
, irrespective of the MSSM parameters (Fig. 4c).




, is limited to be above 56 GeV/c
2
at the
95% condence level if it is at least 8 GeV=c
2
heavier than the lightest neutralino (Fig.4d).




, is constrained to be above 53 GeV=c
2
at 95% condence







These results extend exclusion limits obtained at LEP1, and probe a relevant part of
the MSSM parameter space.
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Figure 1: The upper plot shows the distribution of scaled acoplanarity (see text) for the
hadronic events in the data (circles), compared to the simulation of the background (un-
hatched histogram) before this variable was used in the nal selection step of section 4.1.














signals, normalised to cross sections of 1 pb and 1.2 pb, respectively. The lower plot
shows the acoplanarity distribution for leptonic real data events (triangles and squares)
and the simulated background events (unhatched and hatched histograms peaking at low
values) which pass two dierent selections. The triangles and the unhatched histogram
show all low multiplicity events with missing transverse momentum above 4 GeV=c and
two well reconstructed tracks, while the squares and the hatched histogram show the
events which survive all steps in the selection of section 4.4 prior to the nal require-
ments on acoplanarity and acollinearity. The distribution expected in the latter case
for simulated neutralino events, normalised to a cross section of 1 pb, is shown by the
dierently hatched histogram which peaks at high values of the acoplanarity. The arrows
indicate the nal selections applied.
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were assumed to dominate. For (b, e) the dominant mode was
assumed to be ~
0
1
qq. For the lower gures (c, f), the ~
0
2






with the same branching ratios into dierent fermion avours as the Z
0
. The dotted lines
indicate the kinematic limits.
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Figure 3: Regions in the (;M
2
) plane excluded at 95% condence for dierent values of




and the hatched areas enclosed by
dotted lines to 30 GeV=c
2
















































) planes for a) ~e
R









. LEP1 limits coming from direct searches (shaded areas and vertical
solid lines) and the Z
0
invisible width measurement (vertical dashed line) are also shown















shown in d) together with Tevatron limits [24] for
~




is close to that for
~
t (shaded area). There are further limits for scalar electrons from



















, is a nearly massless photino. All limits given are at 95% condence level.
